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About Us
Find the right accessories for your home only at Unique Baby Collections, a Panipat (Haryana,
India) based manufacturer and wholesaler of Runners, Carpets, etc. Our company takes huge
pride in producing attractive and comfortable Bira Mickey Mouse Floor Carpet, Microﬁbre
Waves Floor Runner, Baby Waterproof Play Mat, Microﬁber Galaxy Door Mat and similar
products. We have great variety available in color, size, material and design of aforesaid
products to suit speciﬁc needs of customers. We make certain that every item in our portfolio
is seamless and provides maximum comfort to users. From the factor of space beautiﬁcation
to comfort rendering, our creations are admired for all and best known for their supreme costeffectiveness.

Production Capability
We indulge in reliable and bulk production with the support of our two well-developed
production units. Our units are located at Panipat, and installed with modern production
machines, which includes designing machines, stitching machines, etc. All items, from
carpets to runners and door mats are made in huge quantity and in a number of sizes to satisfy
demands of customers. We promise top quality in our creations because we have an advanced
testing department, wherein experienced and smart quality inspectors test every item on a
number of factors, which includes but is not limited to dimension, design, stitch and usability.
With right approach to production, we are aiming to serve more and more customers in
different regions of India.

Support of Experts
We at Unique Baby Collections believe in the fact that growth is the result of teamwork in a
company. We are happy to state that we have nearly 20 professionals, all of whom are devoted
to work in coordination and make our company reach at impressive height. These
professionals work at our production, quality inspection, warehousing and sales department.
Their responsible working and attention to detail make the best reasons for our establishment
walking on the path of success.
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Our Products

55x55cm Rashael Aasan

50cm Bira Smiley Floor Carpet

55x140cm Micro Wings
Floor Runner

55x140cm Microﬁber Galaxy
Floor Runner

55x140cm Microfuber Damask
Floor Runner

55x140cm Microﬁber Plo
Floor Runner

55x140cm Rashael Floor Runner

55-140cm Loop Floor Runner

55x140cm Velvet 55x140cm
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55x140cm Rabbit Gold
Floor Runner

4-6 Feet Baby Play Mat

2-5 Feet Baby Waterproof
Play Mat

Grass Look Super Soft
Yoga Mat

Designer Blanket

Modern Designer Blanket

Luxurious Blanket

Premium Quality Blanket

Home Textile Blanket
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